ZombieTrackerGPS (ZTGPS) is a Fitness Tracker for Linux
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ZombieTrackerGPS is a KDE native PIM application satisfying the same purpose as Garmin's BaseCamp software, which unfortunately does not run on Linux. It's a professional quality application with goal to fill a hole in the open source ecosystem and provide an alternative to mainstream software business models which monetize your data.

It's important to note that privacy of your data is a central design goal in ZTGPS Linux fitness tracker. All program data resides on your local disk.

The software is written for the KDE desktop, but will work on other desktops if the KDE and Qt libraries are available. ZTGPS features local data storage, advanced sorting and query capabilities to let you see and manage your data, and a highly customizable interface to put you in control.
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Source URL: http://www.tuxmachines.org/node/158209
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